BHM356 WORKPLACE DESIGN AND HEALTH

Academic Year 2012/13
Number of Aston Credits:

15

Number of ECTS Credits:

7.5

Staff Member Responsible for the Module:
Dr Patrick Tissington, Work & Organisational Psychology Group
Aston Business School, Room 619, Ext: 3258
Email: p.a.tissington@aston.ac.uk
Availability:as announced on Blackboard
Or contact Nathalie Lam n.lam1@aston.ac.uk

Staff Teaching the Module:
Dr Patrick Tissington, Work & Organisational Psychology Group
Aston Business School, Room 619, Ext: 3258
Email: p.a.tissington@aston.ac.uk

Pre-requisites for the Module:
None

Mode of Attendance:
On Campus

Module Objectives and Learning Outcomes:
The overall aim of this module is to provide students with an understanding of the key
principles of design of work environments, ergonomics and the importance of health and
safety
To introduce the key principles of work design for developing effective work
environments.
To raise the students’ awareness of the role of psychology in helping to design
products and environments
To introduce the principles of anthropometric, psychological and physiological in
product and environmental design
To identify the role of human error in the breakdown of systems
To understand the principles of safety culture
To understand the legal framework of health and safety as applicable in the UK

To understand the importance of implementing a health and safety management
system in organisations
At the end of the module students:
Will have a deeper understanding of the linkages between work design, ergonomics
and health and safety
Will develop a deeper understanding of how the study of work psychology can aid in
improving the performance and well-being of people at work
Will have developed skills in anthropometry, psychological and physiological
measurement
Will have observed and reflected on the above in practical setting
Will be able to carry out risk assessment and develop a process of risk management
Will be able to apply health and safety legislation in the workplace to promote a culture
of well-being
Will be able to develop preventive interventions to minimise health risks in the
workplace
Will have developed a richer and more complex understanding of people and
machines, enabling them to contribute more effectively in the workplace

Module Content:
Week 1

Key principles of work design

Week 2

Ergonomics and workplace design

Week 3

Safety considerations in the physical work environment

Week 4

Behavioural safety and safety culture

Week 5

Risk assessment and problem solving

Week 6

Occupational Stress

Week 7

Error risk and accidents

Week 8

Provision of a safe and healthy working environment and the law

Week 9

Revision

Week 10

Exam

Corporate Connections:
The students benefit from connections with the business world directly on the module with
field visit in week 4. This visit develops skills in the application of theory to real life
business problems and provides context for the module in particular and the degree in
general. In addition, the lectures feature the lecturer’s experience as a consultant in the
examples used throughout. The Visiting Lecturer as a qualified safety practitioner uses his
experience in the Fire Service to illustrate and inform the course.

International Dimensions:
The programme focuses on many international variations in the workplace – for example
in the variations in job enrichment and the range of expectations different cultures have of
work.

Contribution of Research:
The personal research expertise of the lecturers is brought to all relevant sessions. Especially,
the sessions 1 to 4 rely on the world leading research into auto-ergonomics of Dr Alex Stedmon
who delivers these sessions. Session on risk and accidents draws on published research of the
Module Leader and session on Stress is based on the research of Dr Steve Woods.

Method of Teaching & Learning:
The module will include lectures, case studies, practical exercises, company visits, critical
reading, research and discussion.
A skills workshop focusing on Risk Assessment will be run to help students develop
applied skills.

Method of Assessment and Feedback:
Coursework essay:

40%

An assignment set in week 2 covering human machine interaction
Examination:

60% 2 parts
A. Short answer questions on health and safety and workplace
design
B. Short answer questions on stress

Feedback is available on request either during office hours, via email or on Blackboard.

Learning Hours:
Contact Hours
27
Directed Learning / Assignment 50
Preparation
Private Study
50
Workshop
10
Assessment
13
Total
150

The following essential and recommended readings are subject to
change. Students should not therefore purchase textbooks prior to
commencing their course. If students wish to undertake background
reading before starting the course, many of the chapters/readings are
available in electronic form via on-line library catalogues and other
resources
Essential Reading:
None
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